Abstract. Given 2-categories C and D, let LaxpC, Dq denote the 2-category of lax functors, lax natural transformations and modifications, and rC, Ds lnt its full sub-2-category of (strict) 2-functors. We give two isomorphic constructions of a 2-category C b D satisfying LaxpC, LaxpD, Eqq -rC b D, Es lnt , hence generalising the case of the free distributive law 1 b 1. We also discuss dual constructions.
Introduction
Monads (aka triples, standard constructions) are given by a category C, an endofunctor F : C Ñ C and two natural transformations η : 1 C ñ F and µ : F 2 ñ F , satisfying unit and associativity axioms [8] . Their use is ubiquitous and the most common one is describing a (possibly complicated) algebraic structure as Eilenberg-Moore (EM) algebras [8] on a category of simpler ones. An EM algebra is given by a map T X Ñ X compatible with µ and η. With algebra morphisms, they form a category EMpT q. The full subcategory of EMpT q consisting of free algebras is (up to equivalence) usually denoted KLpT q. A typical example is the Abelian group monad on the category of sets taking a set S to the set of elements of the free Abelian group on S.
A distributive law [1] consists of two different monads on the same category satisfying a compatibility condition. Then their composite is a new monad. A typical example is the Abelian group monad together with the monoid monad producing the ring monad, hence the name.
Monads are in fact definable in an arbitrary bicategory E [9] , just by replacing words "functor" with arrow and natural transformation by 2-cell. For example, in a bicategory of spans, monads are precisely (small) categories [2] . A morphism between a monad T on X and S on Y , consists of an arrow X F Ý Ñ Y and a "crossing" 2-cell S˝F σ ù ñ F˝T which is compatible with unit and multiplication for both monads. A morphism between monad morphisms F and G, consists of a 2-cell F α ù ñ G compatible with crossing 2-cells. These form the 2-category of monads in E, called MndpEq. Now, a distributive law in E has a short description as a monad in MndpEq. Various duals are expressible using dualities of 2-categories, for instance, the 2-category of comonads is defined as CmdpEq " MndpE co q co , mixed distributive laws as CmdpMndpEqq. Since objects of E are no longer categories, we have no access to their elements, and cannot form an EM-category; but we can use the 2-dimensional universal property of lax limit to obtain, if exists, an EM-object EMpT q, also denoted C T . The main topic of [6] is completion of E under these limits. Dually, lax colimits give KLpTq, also denoted C T .
The free monad [7] is a 2-category F M which classifies monads; that is, the 2-category of strict functors, lax natural transformations and modifications rFM, Es lnt is isomorphic to MndpEq. It is given by the suspension of the opposite of the algebraist's category of simplices, ∆ op a with ordinal sum as the monoidal structure. We will use it a lot, so we review its definition and some properties in Appendix A. The free mixed distributive law (FMDL) was constructed by Street [12] , and is a special case of the construction presented here.
A lax functor [2] (aka morphism) between bicategories generalises the notion of a (strict) 2-functor, by relaxing the conditions of preservation of the unit and composition of arrows. Instead, a lax functor F : D Ñ E is equipped with comparison maps η D : 1 F D ñ F p1 D q and µ dd 1 : F pd 1 q˝F pdq ñ F pd 1˝d q for each object D of D, and composable pair pd, d 1 q of arrows in D. These are required to satisfy unit and associativity laws, and µ is required to be natural in c and c
1 . The special case of D " 1, that is, if D has only one 0/1/2-cell, then giving a lax functor exactly corresponds to giving a monad in E. A lax functor from the chaotic category 1 on a set X corresponds to a category enriched in E. Another example, lax functors from Ip:" 0 Ñ 1q into Span correspond to choosing two categories and a module (aka profunctor, distributor) between them. Lax natural transformations F These form a 2-category LaxpD, Eq. The choice of directions gives an isomorphism of 2-categories Laxp1, Eq -MndpEq, and by the definition of (free) distributive law (FDL) we have Laxp1, Laxp1, Eqq -rFDL, Es lnt .
Our goal is, given 2-categories C and D, to construct a 2-category C b D that is "free", in the sense that it strictifies the lax functors, so that LaxpC, LaxpD, Eqq -rC b D, Es lnt .
(
The variables C, c, γ used to describe cells in C (similarly for D, d and δ in D), have sources and targets according to the diagram 2.
Horizontal composition is denoted by˝and vertical by ‚.
Tensor product via computads
We begin by fully unpacking the LHS of (1), which involves familiar, but numerous axioms -there are eighteen axioms for an object (lax functor) B, five axioms for an arrow (lax natural transformation) b : B Ñ B 1 , and two axioms for a 2-cell (modification) β : b ñb. Then we review the definition of computads [10] which play the same role for 2-categories as graphs do for usual categories -they are part of a monadic adjunction. We then proceed to construct a computad G to give a convenient generator-relation description of the tensor product.
2.1.
Unpacking. An object B of LaxpC, LaxpD, Eqq assigns to each C P C a lax functor BC : D Ñ E, which amounts to giving the following data in E:
• for each D an object BCD P E
• for each d an arrow BCd : BCD Ñ BCD
1
• for each δ a 2-cell BCδ : BCd ñ BCd, functorially
1˝d q, satisfying unit and associativity axioms,
together with a naturality condition,
Also, B assigns to each c : C Ñ C 1 a lax natural transformation Bc : BC Ñ BC 1 consisting of:
Cd, with the two axioms expressing compatibility with unit and composition,
and one expressing naturality,
Finally, B assigns (functorially) to each 2-cell γ : c Ñc a modification Bγ : Bc ñ Bc, which in E means:
• 2-cells BγD : BcD ñ BcD, satisfying the modification axiom,
and the functoriality condition
Being a lax functor, B has to provide the unit and composition comparison modifications given by data:
Dq which, in addition to the naturality condition
and modification axiom,
satisfy the unit and associativity axioms (5)- (6) .
An arrow b : B Ñ B 1 , being a lax transformation between lax functors B and B 1 , assigns to each C P C a lax transformation bC : BC Ñ B 1 C and to each c : C Ñ C 1 a modification σ bc : B 1 c˝bC ñ bC 1˝B c, which means the following data in E:
and a modification p1˝σq ‚ pσ˝1q ‚ p1˝σq " pσ˝1q ‚ p1˝σq ‚ pσ˝1q
axioms.
A 2-cell β : b Ñb in LaxpC, LaxpD, Eqq, being a modification, assigns to each C P C a modification βC : bC ñbC, which in E means • 2-cells βCD : bCD ñbCD, with modification axioms, 
Proof. Data and axioms for the LHS of (24) (resp. (25)) are obtained from the beginning of Section 2.1 until the equation (13), by ignoring the letter B in all the names, and reversing the direction of 2-cells for data marked by (t1) (resp. (f1) or (t1)). On the other hand, the data and axioms for the RHS of (24) (resp. (25)) have reversed sources and targets of arrows (resp. 2-cells), compared to the diagram (2), but they also live in E op (resp. E co ), rather than E; interpreted in E, they have reversed 2-cells marked by (t1) (resp. (f1) or (t1)). A possibly easier way to see this is to draw string diagrams in E op (resp. E co ), and then flip them horizontally (resp. vertically). To prove (26), observe that the data and axioms in Section 2.1, with (t1) 2-cells reversed (LHS), and second and third letter in all labels formally swapped, corresponds to the same data and axioms when C (resp. c, γ) is substituted for D (resp. d, δ), and vice versa, and then (t2) 2-cells are reversed (RHS).
Similarly, in (27) reversing (f1) and (t1) 2-cells, followed by swapping positions in labels, leads the same result as swapping variables and then reversing 2-cells marked by (f2) and (t2).
Once the directions for data are fixed, all axioms are determined in a unique way, and there is no need to analyse them separately. 
-cells).
A computad morphism assigns all the data, respecting sources and targets, forming a category Cmp.
There is a free 2-category F G on the computad G that has the same objects as G. Arrows between G and G 1 are "paths" between G and G 1 ; that is, elements of GpG, G 1 q 0 .
2 We take all paths between two objects to be the nodes of GpG, G 1 q; that is, GpG, G 1 q 0 " pF |G|qpG, G 1 q. 3 F |G| is the free category on a graph |G| To define 2-cells, it is not enough to take the free category on GpG, G 1 q since it does not take whiskering into account. Instead, consider the set of whiskered generating 2-cells
Finally, to impose the middle of four interchange, take the set of whiskered pairs
and form a coequalizer in Cat to obtain the hom pF GqpG,
where the two parallel arrows are the two obvious ways to compose whiskered α with whiskered α 1 ; see [10] for details and the rest of the construction. Given a 2-category E, the underlying computad UE has the underlying graph obtained from the underlying category of E; that is, |UE| " U|E|, and the hom graphs have edges pUEqpE, E 1 qpp, p 1 q " EpE, E 1 qp˝p,˝pq, where˝p denotes the arrow in E obtained by composing the path p in E. Assignments F and U extend to morphisms and form an adjunction, giving a bijection between arrows in Cmp and 2-Cat
Intuitively, the 2-category F UE is the 2-category of pasting diagrams in E, and the counit of the adjunction is the operation of actual pasting to obtain a (2-)cell in E.
2.8. The tensor product computad. The goal is to construct a computad G which has data analogous to the one in Section 2.1, and then to impose further identification of 2-cells in F G, analogous to the axioms (3)-(16). Consider the computad G defined by the following data:
• a set |G| 0 " ObCˆObD of nodes, whose elements are denoted C b D
• the set |G| 1 ppC, Dq, pC 1 , D 1of edges consists of arrows in CpC, 
with δ XY being an empty set when X ‰ Y and singleton tXu when X " Y .
• 2-cells
-(f1) for each pC, Dq P |G| 0 , the unit comparisons
-(f2) for each pC, Dq P |G| 0 , the unit comparisons
-(f1) for each C P C and composable pair pd,
-(t1) for each pair of 1-cells pc, dq,
The 2-category C b cmp D is obtained from F G, the free 2-category on the computad G, by imposing identifications:
• preservation of identity 2-cells
• compatibility with the composition comparison 2-cells
• compatibility with the swapping 2-cells
• unit and associativity laws
(51)
• compatibility of swapping with unit and composition 
Proof. The data for G and identifications when forming C b cmp D correspond exactly to data and laws (3)-(16) for B P LaxpC, LaxpD, Eqq in the Section 2.1. So, giving B corresponds to giving a computad map B cmp : G Ñ UE such that the strict 2-functor B cmp : F G Ñ E respects the identifications (43)-(55), which corresponds to giving a strict 2-functorB :
" rD, Es ont . From (32) we get the following isomorphism
In particular, we have a bijection on objects, so for a free arrow J " Ip:" 0 Ñ 1q, (resp. free 2-cell J " Dp:" 0 Ñ ó Ñ 1q), we get a bijection between arrows (resp. 2-cells) of rF G, Es lnt and 2-functors
Consider a lax natural transformation between 2-functors respecting identifications (43)-(55) (as above)b
It corresponds to a 2-functorb
which corresponds to a lax natural transformation b : B ñ B 1 -the correspondence goes as follows
The RHS of (63) (resp. (64)) being 2-cells of E I is equivalent to (17) and (18) (resp. (19), (20) and (21)). The 2-functorb curry cmp respects identifications (43)-(55) because its source and target do, and so it also corresponds to a 2-functor
which is equivalently a lax natural transformation
Similarly, a modification
corresponds to a 2-functorβ
which corresponds to a modification β : b Ñb via
The RHS of (71) being 1-cells of E D is equivalent to modification axioms (22) and (23). The RHS of (72) and (73) 
Dual strictifications.
Notice that all the data and identifications for Gp": G CD lax q, apart from those involving swap, are invariant (up to relabelling) with respect to exchanging C and D. However, if we exchange C and D and consider oplax natural transformations at the same time, we arrive at an isomorphic computad G DC oplax -G CD lax , the isomorphism consisting of exchanging the two positions in all the labels. All the identifications are isomorphic as well. This directly leads us to observe 2.11. Corollary. There is an isomorphism
Proof. 
When C " D " 1, we get free distributive laws between monads with opmorphisms (opfunctors in [9] ), between comonads with opmorphisms and between comonads with morphisms, respectively. Now we consider strictification for the case when one of the homs has oplax functors -LaxpC, OpLaxpD, Eqq. Consider a computad G m , obtained from G by reversing 2-cells marked by (f1) and changing identifications accordingly. It generates a mixed tensor product C b m cmp D, which analogously to Proposition 2.9 and Corollary 2.11 satisfies Corollary 2.13.
Corollary. There are isomorphisms:
The cases based on this one are:
Finally, when the two homs have different choice for the direction of natural transformations, there is no strictification tensor product, mainly because we have to choose a type of natural transformation for the strict hom. For example, note that the objects B
: the 2-category of "paths" in C, consisting of the same objects as C, and arrows between C and C 1 are strict 2-functors p representing paths in C between C and C 1 ; that is, rns
where rns is an object of ∆ KJ , for details see Appendix A. Denote by 5 ppq i the i th component in the path
The identity is a path of zero length on C:
and composition is given by "concatenation",
where pp`p 1 q i " ppq i if i ď n and pp`p 1 q i " pp 1 q i´n otherwise. This composition is strictly associative and unital.
Finally, 2-cells between pn, pq and pn,pq, are pairs pξ, αq where ξ : rns Ñ rns is a morphism in ∆ KJ and α is an identity on components, oplax-natural transformation, shortly icon, introduced in [5] :
with 2-cell components on identity arrows restricted to α 1 i " 1 1p piq , which is true for general (op)lax transformations between normal lax functors. So, α is determined byn components on non-identity arrows:
4 which is a shorter notation for
We reserve p i , without brackets, to mean the length of the image as in (177).
Note that if ξpiq " ξpi´1q then the source of the corresponding component of α is the identity; that is, α i : 1 pξpiq ñ ppq i . The identity 2-cells is given by 1 pn,pq " p1 rns , 1 p q. The vertical composite of pξ, αq and pξ,ᾱq is obtained by pasting, as in the diagram 93.
rns
Tensor product simplicially.
We proceed to describe our main result: a model C b sim D for the strictification tensor product and then show that it is isomorphic to C b cmp D. 
and a way to combine them into a string of length n`m; that is, a shuffle
where r and s satisfy a compatibility condition (191) saying that one increases if and only if the other one does not. The identity (empty path) on pC; Dq is defined by taking m " n " 0, r " s " 1 r0s , and p and q pick the objects C and D. Composition is defined by path concatenation, formally expressed as tensor product of shuffles.
Below is an example of a 1-cell
Here, n " 3, m " 2, r : r5s Ñ r3s and s : r5s Ñ r2s give the coordinates of the corresponding node in the path, and p : r3s Ñ C and q : r2s Ñ D are the obvious functors producing the paths tc i u 
A 2-cell pξ, α; ρ, βq : pn, p, r; m, q, sq Ñ pn,p,r;m,q,sq
consists of:
• a shuffle morphism, that is functors ξ : rns Ñ rns, ρ : rms Ñ rms preserving the first and the last element and satisfying, for allī ďn`m,
a condition ensuring that there are no swaps of arrows from C and D in the wrong direction. The condition (98) is an explicitly written condition for the existence of the natural transformation (194).
• path 2-cells, that is, icons α : p˝ξ ñp and β : q˝ρ ñq, as defined in section 3.1
Below is an example of a 2-cell.
The above graph represents two 1-cells and data of ξ and ρ, and what remains is to specify icon components α 1 : c 1 ñc 1 , α 2 : 1 C 2 ñc 2 , α 3 : c 3˝c2 ñc 3 in C and β 1 :
Vertical composition and whiskerings are defined componentwise as in Shuff , C : and D : .
As a limit.
The category C b sim D is a limit of the following diagram in 2-Cat.
Isomorphism between two constructions.
This part is about proving the following proposition.
Theorem. There is an isomorphism
We shall define a computad morphism T : G Ñ UpC b sim Dq, show that the induced strict 2-functorT : F G Ñ C b sim D respects the identifications (43)-(55), and that any other 2-functorV : F G Ñ E respecting them factors uniquely throughT . Then, from the universal property of
The computad morphism T : G Ñ UpC b sim Dq is defined on nodes by
on edges by
on 2-cells inherited from C and D by T pC b δq " p1 r0s , tu; 1 r1s , tδuq : p0, tCu, σ
T pγ b Dq " p1 r1s , tγu; 1 r0s , tuq : p1, tC
and on the comparison and swapping 2-cells by
, t1 1 C u; 1 r0s , tuq : p0, tCu, 1 r0s ; 0, tDu, 1 r0s q ñ p1, tC 
T pswap c,d q "p1 r1s , α " t1 c u; 1 r1s , β " t1 d uq :
To check that the last 2-cell is the valid one, write equation (194) Given a computad map V : G Ñ UE, such thatV : F G Ñ E respects the identifications (43)-(55), form the following assignments W : C b sim D Ñ E on objects
and on elementary arrows
Since every shuffle can be written uniquely as a sum of shuffles of unit length, the above assignment determines assignment on all 1-cells; given pn, p, r; m, q, sq, assign to it the composite given by (115).
W pn, p, r; m, q, sq
When n " m " 0 we get that W preserves identities; that is,
Also, W preserves composition
Hence, it is a functor on the underlying categories. The requirement that W T " V determines the assignment on identities
on elementary 2-cells T π W pT πq " V pπq (122) and similarly on whiskered elementary 2-cells
where T π is an elementary 2-cell and T g and T g 1 are 1-cells. Given any 2-cell pξ, α; ρ, βq, as in (97), choose a decomposition into whiskered elementary 2-cells in the following order, starting from the target 1-cell,
(124) " p1 rns , t1 p 1 , .., 1 pn u; 1 rms , t1 q 1 , .., β j , .., 1 qn uq (125)
• elementary α, i "n, .., 1
This order corresponds to left bracketing.
-ifρ j " 1 then L j,1 " 1, and can be ignored.
• comparisons in C, i "n, .., 1
-ifξ j " 1 then K j,1 " 1, and can be ignored.
• crossings -the remaining 2-cell to decompose has trivial icon components as well as trivial ξ and ρ. In the relation tables -which define the two shuffles -elementary crossings correspond to switching ones to zeros, or, going backwards, switching zeros to ones. Let px, yq be the coordinates of the corresponding crossings, order them by x´y and then (if the x´y value is the same) by x`y. Our backward decomposition starts with the last crossing in the table. Denote them by S i . Now, define
Given a composable pair of 2-cells, the composite of their their images under W , W pξ,ᾱ;ρ,βqW pξ, α; ρ, βq, is equal tő
which need not be in the canonical form. The assignment on the composite 2-cell pξ˝ξ,ᾱ ‚ pα˝ξq; ρ˝ρ,β ‚ pβ˝ρqq
is in the canonical form, and the two are equal which we show by "bubble-sorting" the decomposition (133). In each step one of two cases can happen:
• the output (target of the elementary part) of the first 2-cell does not overlap with the input (source of the elementary part) of the second 2-cell. Then we can write the vertical composite of their images as
meaning that we can change the order of their composition after suitably changing the whiskering 1-cells.
• the output of the first 2-cell overlaps with the input of the second 2-cell. Depending on which elementary 2-cells meet, do an operation according to the following table.
If the first 2-cell has n outputs and the second 2-cell has m inputs, there are n`m´1 ways to match them. When different, these cases are separated by "{". The symbol K denotes that matching is not possible for that case, and R denotes that the matching is possible, but the order is already correct (lower triangle). Finally, an equation number tells us to apply applyT to both sides, and substitute the LHS, which appears in the composition, with the RHS. Each step changes the decomposition of the 2-cell, and the fact thatV preserves relations ensures that the composite in E does not change.
This proves that W is functorial on homs. A 2-cell in C b D, obtained by whiskering, has the same elementary 2-cells in its decomposition as the original 2-cell. Hence, the two different composites pW Tḡ 1˝W pξ, α; ρ, βqq ‚ pW pξ
and
necessarily bubble-sort to W ppξ 1 , α 1 ; ρ 1 , β 1 q˝pξ, α; ρ, βqq. This completes the proof that W is a 2-functor.
The functorT is bijective on objects and arrows, and surjective on 2-cells, so W is the unique 2-functor satisfyingV " WT . 
With a proof following the same steps as the non-mixed case, we state the following proposition.
Proposition. There is an isomorphism
4. Some properties and an example 4.1. Lax monoidal structure. In this section we will recall the universal property of lax Gray tensor product [4] , and use it together with Bénabou construction of paths from Section 3.1 to describe lax monoidal structure on the category of 2-categories and lax functors. Let L2-Cat denote the category of (small) 2-categories and lax functors, while 2-Cat denotes denote the subcategory of L2-Cat consisting of strict 2-functors. The inclusion i 0 : 2-Cat ãÑ L2-Cat has a left adjoint:
• There is an assignment on objects p´q : : L2-Cat ãÑ 2-Cat (Benabou strictification construction, Section 3.1)
• For each C there is an universal L2-Cat arrow (lax functor) η C : C Ñ C : , meaning, each lax functor F : C Ñ D gives rise to a unique strict functor
In fact, one could define computad presentation of p´q : and analogously to proofs of Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 3.5 show that LaxpC, Eq -rC : , Es lnt .
Lax Gray tensor product, b l : 2-Catˆ2-Cat Ñ 2-Cat, is a tensor product for the internal hom r´,´s lnt , that is rC, rD, Es lnt s lnt -rC b l D, Es lnt .
The left hand side of Eq. (1) 
leading to the third description of the tensor product
From 2-monadic point of view, the b l is a pseudo algebra on 2-Cat for the monoidal category 2-monad on CAT. The adjunction p´q : % i 0 induces a lax algebra structure on L2-Cat given by b n pC 1 , . . . , C n q :" C :
4.2. Generalization of the composite monad. There is an obvious 2-functor L : C b D Ñ CˆD that forgets shuffles and composes paths. It has a right adjoint R in the 2-category of 2-categories, lax functors and icons:
with identity and composition comparison maps
The composite L˝R is just the identity functor 1 CˆD , while the unit of the adjunction is an icon η : 1 CbD ñ R˝L 
Whiskering η on the left (resp. right) by L (resp. R) gives the identity on L (resp. R), proving the adjunction axioms. Any strict functorB : C b D Ñ E can be precomposed with R to give a lax functor
This generalizes the notion of a composite monad induced by a distributive law.
Parametrizing parametrization of categories.
Take C and D to be just categories (seen as locally discrete 2-categories), and 7 E " Span. The bicategory of spans is equivalent to the bicategory of matrices, which is in turn a full subcategory of 8 Mod. Each strict functorB : C b D Ñ Span is, in particular, a normal lax functor, so we can use the Bénabou construction [11] (after forgetting 2-cells) to obtain a categoryB nerve parametrised over C b D. Explicitly,B nerve has objects over C b D given by the set BCD. Arrows over C b d and c b D are elements of spans BCd and BcD respectively, and they generate arrows over arbitrary paths, which are, due to composition in Span, composable tuples.
The 2-cells that we have temporarily forgotten are mapped to span morphisms. In particular, the imagesBη p of the unit of the adjunction (155) give a unique way of "composing" arbitrary arrows inB nerve , resulting in an arrow over a path in C b D of the form CD
The image of this assignment forms a categoryB whose composition is concatenation inB nerve followed by applying (the unique) appropriate Bη. Uniqueness guarantees the identity and associativity laws.
Explicitly,B with the same objects asB nerve , and arrows between X P BpC b Dq and
and composition is given by
For each object D P D we get a subcategory π DB parametrized by C -an object X over C is an element of BCD, and arrow f : X Ñ X 1 over c is an element of BcD, which can be identified with an arrow p1 D X , f q ofB. Similarly, each object C P C gives a subcategory π CB , parametrized by D. Furthermore, each arrow pg, f q inB can be decomposed as
A. Simplices, intervals and shuffles
The algebraist's delta, denoted by ∆ a , is the full subcategory of Cat consisting of categories xny whose objects are numbers 0, ..., n´1 and 1-cells are unique i Ñ j when i ď j. The empty category is denoted x0y. Arrows between xny and xn 1 y are functors; that is, order preserving functions, generated by face and degeneracy maps
which can be presented in a diagram x0y x1y x2y x3y . . . 
A natural transformation between f andf , if one exists, is unique and witnesses that f i ďf i for all i, turning ∆ a rxny, xn 1 ys into a poset. The 2-category ∆ a is equipped with a strict monoidal structure, the ordinal sum '.
A.1. Intervals -free monoid. Denote by ∆ KJ the subcategory of ∆ a , called the category of intervals, consisting of relabelled objects rns :" xn`1y, n " 0, 1, ...
and 1-cells that preserve the first and the last element; it is generated by the arrows from the inside of the diagram (166), represented by the bold part of r0s r1s r2s . . .
It is clear that suspension (moving nodes to the left) gives an isomorphism
The tensor product on ∆ KJ is inherited from the ordinal sum under the isomorphism (169), and has the interpretation of path concatination;
concatinate to
In particular, every such 1-cell ξ can be decomposed ξ "
The image of ξ under the isomorphism is an order preserving function that takes ξ i points in xmy to i P xny. An example of the isomorphism, for n " 2 and m " 3 can be visualized rns ' rn 1 s " xn`n 1`2 y z n,n 1 :"σ n`n 1`1 n Ý ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ Ñ xn`n 1`1 y " rns`rn 1 s
There is a functor 
The free 2-category containing a monad [7] is obtained as the suspension of the monoidal category of intervals, FM :" Σ∆ KJ .
A.2. Shuffles -free distributive law. A shuffle of xny and xmy in ∆ a is defined to be a pair of complement embeddings xny Ñ xn`my Ð xmy. Shuffles in ∆ KJ are inherited via the isomorphism (169) and have the following explicit description:
with the constraint r i`si " 1 .
The numbers r i and s i are lengths (either 0 or 1 in this case) of the image of the i th subinterval of rn`ms, as in (177). The condition (191) states that each subinterval maps to an interval of length 1 either in rns or in rms.
An equivalent description of a shuffle is given by a relation of "appearing before in the shuffle" xmy opˆx ny l Ý Ñ x2y .
The same relation can be interpreted as a shuffle of segments rns and rms, for example 
When ξ " 1 rns and ρ " 1 rms , the condition (194) is equivalent to the fact that the induced relations l,l : xmy opˆx ny Ý Ñ x2y satisfy l ďl, or that thel path in the table (193) appears to the down-left of the l path.
Shuffles and their morphisms form a category Shuff with the identity morphism p1 rns , 1 rms q and composition pξ˝ξ, ρ˝ρq for which the condition (194) is obtained by pasting 
Shuff inherits a tensor product from ∆ KJ which (algebraically) follows from 
The 2-category containing a free mixed distributive law (FMDL) is obtained as the suspension of the monoidal category of mixed shuffles, FMDL :" ΣMShuff.
